
TOP SECRET [2011]

Top Secret was born from an unexpected convergence of 
materials: an antique cigar box holds a collection of dream 
narratives that I recorded over the course of a year. When 
a visitor opens the wall-mounted cigar box, my voice 
whispers a dream story from a hidden speaker. The piece 
contains 17 stories based on my dreams from March 2010 
through the present. Each visitor receives a different story 
upon opening the box – a phenomenon not immediately 
obvious to other audience members, as my whispering 
voice is intentionally played quietly. In order to catch my 
barely-audible words, visitors must bring their listening ear 
as close as possible to the box’s opening, creating an inti-
mate and private moment within a crowded space.

I have always been a vivid dreamer. I clearly remember 
dreams from my childhood. I’m familiar with the bitter-
sweet experience of waking up from a dream and feeling 
for a period (perhaps only moments, sometimes days) that 
it would be worth almost anything to get back into that 
world, slip back into some imaginary relationship, or see 
the end of the story. 

The idea for Top Secret came to me suddenly when I spot-
ted the cigar box in an antique store, complete with a small, 
handwritten “top secret” label on the outside. The lightness 
of the dry wood, the box’s obvious age and sturdy con-
struction, its slight musty-spicy smell, the ornate hinges 
and latch, all spoke to me. The object felt like it was already 
imbued with a life and history of its own, both mysteries to 
me, its newest owner. The piece is self-contained, activated 
by a bend sensor hidden beneath one hinge of the box. 
This sensor in turn triggers sound output from an Arduino 
Microprocessor fitted with a miniature speaker.

DIMENSIONS: 5” x 6.5” x 3”

PROJECT VIDEO:
http://vimeo.com/21523007
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